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150 151 Video Surveillance for Biometrics: Long-Range Multi-Biometric System 152 153 154 155 Faisal Bashir, David Usher, Pablo Casaverde, Marc Friedman 156 157 Retica Systems, Inc. 201 Jones Road, Waltham, MA 02451 158 fbashir, dusher, pcasaverde, mfriedman @ retica.com 159 160 161 Abstract 162 163 The human iris is hypothesized to be the best biometric 164 characteristic in terms of uniqueness and robustness. Iris 165 recognition algorithms developed over the last decade 166 have matured significantly to address population-level 167 cross comparisons. Yet iris acquisition systems remain 168 borderline intrusive and less-friendly for subjects and 169 operators. This paper addresses the issue of strictly170 constrained iris acquisition in traditional systems. We 171 highlight the observation that all traditional iris 172 recognition systems impose substantial constraints on 173 subject position and motion during iris acquisition. We 174 further observe that the efforts to relax these constraints 175 for iris acquisition of distant and/or moving subjects fall Figure 1: This figure compares our system in terms of stand-off 176 short of scalable system design. We present a novel iris distance and capture volume with others in recent literature. 177 recognition system for long-range human identification. 178 The system is capable of acquiring face and iris images 179 acquisition procedures are often cumbersome and they from multiple humans present anywhere in the capture 180 have been perceived as intrusive. As a result less volume. The iris acquisition system uses multiple cameras 181 constrained acquisition has become an active area of with hierarchically-ordered fields of views, a highly 182 research and development. In the context of intelligent precise pan-tilt unit (PTU) and a long focal length zoom 183 surveillance, the most relevant questions are: ‘who are the lens. The system is driven by innovative algorithms that people in the space’ (identity tracking) and ‘where are the 184 perform wide-area video surveillance, object detection people in the scene’ (location tracking) [11]. However, 185 and tracking, and precision pointing. Experimental results Hampapur et al [11] observe that, at present, the 186 are reported in an indoor environment for multiple subject technologies for identity tracking (through biometrics) and 187 iris recognition at a distance. Eagle-Eyes is a long-range location tracking (through intelligent video surveillance) 188 multi-biometric system that improves on existing iris are evolving in isolation. If a biometric system, that 189 acquisition approaches in terms of stand-off distance and successfully couples high matching performance with a 190 capture volume through the use of collaborative scene and less constrained acquisition process, can be married with 191 face tracking. video surveillance technologies, applications would be 192 powerful and numerous. Moreover, we believe that the 193 design of a biometric system that is scalable in terms of 194 1. Introduction acquisition constraints cannot be realized without large 195 area situational awareness through video surveillance. 196 Recognition of humans using unique biometric Iris biometrics has attracted a great deal of research 197 characteristics is being applied to numerous applications and development efforts in recent years and has been 198 including homeland security, access control, and many shown to be one of the most accurate biometrics currently 199 user-specific services. Humans possess multiple biometric available [1],[3]. The iris biometrics, however, has not yet characteristics which have been used for recognition. A become ubiquitous as compared to face and finger-prints. criticism of biometric technologies has been that biometric
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The face biometric trait has the advantage of being generally in plain view and therefore lends itself to less constrained acquisition. Finger-prints have offered a higher accuracy solution but require contact (or near contact) with finger-print sensors. The finger-print trait is therefore not scalable in terms of acquisition parameters, such as stand-off distance and capture volume. The iris biometric potentially offers matching accuracy exceeding that of finger-prints while sharing some of the potential advantages of face. As with the face, the iris is generally in plain view and therefore, theoretically at least, can be acquired given line-of-sight with a capture system. However, the dimensions of the iris are such that iris capture at a distance imposes more significant design challenges as compared to face acquisition at a distance. Challenges associated with iris acquisition systems stem largely from two requirements, (1) active near infrared (NIR) illumination and (2) resolution (pixel and spatial). Firstly, standards dictate that NIR illumination be used as it has been found to emphasize iris textures while providing contrast between the iris and both the sclera and pupil. Secondly, the dimensions of the iris are such that iris recognition technologies require signification pixel and spatial resolutions in order to encapsulate enough biometric data. The iris image data interchange standard [18] sets a lower limit on the number of pixels across the iris region to 100 pixels and a lower spatial resolution limit of two line pairs-per-mm at 60% contrast or higher.
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surveillance. The architecture of Eagle-Eyes is presented in Section 3. Sections 4, 5 and 6 present the processing in three hierarchical fields of view, namely scene, face and iris processing. System performance analysis is presented in Section 7. Conclusions are presented in Section 8.



2.



Related Work



The uniqueness of iris patterns has fueled the development of robust pattern recognition algorithms for biometric identification. Details of the preeminent iris algorithm can be found in [3]. In recent literature, multibiometric approaches have proven to outperform individual biometrics. This approach is especially helpful in the cases when one biometric fails to be acquired or matched. Using multiple biometric traits can alleviate several practical problems including noisy data, nonuniversality and spoof attacks [4]. Fusion of iris biometrics with retina [5] and face has been reported in the literature to improve the recognition performance. The feasibility of iris recognition at larger distances has been studied in [7]. They demonstrated iris recognition results at a fixed stand-off distance of 10 meters using a 20 cm diameter telescope. A collimated LED illuminator was used at the fixed point where the subject’s head was stably placed on a chin rest and a forehead stabilizer. Although recognition rates from this work successfully suggested that iris recognition at larger distances was feasible, the need for relaxation of constraints on a subject during acquisition became ever more obvious. Recognizing this need, Matey et al [8] presented an iris recognition system for moving subjects passing through a portal type structure. The system is designed around an image acquisition system using highresolution cameras, video synchronized strobed illumination, and specularity-based iris segmentation. The system captures both iris images of subjects moving through a narrow portal with a 20x20x10 cm3 capture volume at a 3m stand-off distance. Multiple fixed NIR LED illuminators are used to project a fixed pattern of specular reflection. These reflection spots help in the coarse localization of eyes in the image, but introduce extra noise inside the encoded iris region. Although the system reported in [8] relaxes the constraints on the positioning of the subject’s eyes, it does so by adding multiple high-resolution NIR cameras (4 mega pixels per camera). The major disadvantage of this approach is its lack of scalability. To increase the capture volume laterally requires the addition of more high-resolution NIR iris cameras to tile the field of view. This approach rapidly becomes cost prohibitive. Another approach to relax the constraints on the subject’s location and movement during iris image capture is reported in [9]. Their two-camera system combines a high-resolution still-



Traditional iris acquisition systems have met these requirements by imposing significant constraints on subjects. Limitations imposed on system parameters such as stand-off distance, capture volume, and subject motion account for some of the deficiencies of existing iris recognition systems [6]. Relaxing these constraints comes at the price of more demanding system design. Some new approaches in the literature have addressed these constraints in specific scenarios, e.g. by providing a portal type gate to pass through, or a glance-and-go type system design [8][10]. These types of systems provide larger stand-off distances (approximately 1-3 meters) and capture volumes (approximately 0.2m x0.1m x0.2 m), but are not scalable in terms of distance. This paper presents a novel prototype system to address the issues of stand-off distance, capture volume and subject motion in a scalable design. Eagle-Eyes is the first known multi-biometric acquisition system that demonstrates scalable dual-eye iris recognition and face acquisition at a large stand-off distance (3-6 meters) and a large capture volume (3x2x3 m3) (Figure 1). This is achieved by a multi-level collaborative tracking framework that processes image data at human, face, and iris levels. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some relevant work in iris recognition and video
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image camera (6 mega pixels) with a wide field-of-view video camera using a pan-tilt unit (PTU). The wide fieldof-view camera scans the capture volume, detects the subject’s face and coarsely estimates the distance between the subject’s face and the camera. The PTU is moved to the subject’s estimated location where a high-resolution iris camera takes the still image of the subject’s face. The two eye boxes are detected for further iris segmentation and processing. Their approach represents one major step towards multi-scale analysis for a less-constrained iris image acquisition. The approach is still un-scalable for high volume environments. Their facial points-based distance estimation is highly inaccurate and only deals with a single stationary subject scenario. The small capture volume of [8] and inaccurate depth estimation of [9] are addressed by Yoon et al in [10]. Their system uses a wide FOV camera, a 4 mega-pixel pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera and a light stripe projector to handle a single stationary subject in the capture volume. The subject’s xand z- location is estimated through a wide FOV camera and a light stripe projector, while the tilt angle is obtained from face detection results in a PTZ camera. Their system configuration processes a 1x1x1 m3 capture volume at a stand-off distance of 1.5 m. A major drawback of this approach is that in heavily cluttered or outdoor environments its performance maybe questionable. Additionally, this approach is only applicable for a single stationary subject in the capture volume. A graphical comparison of some major approaches in recent literature is presented in Figure 1. This figure shows our proposed system along with [8] and [10] in terms of stand-off distances and capture volumes.
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Figure 2: System schematic for Eagle-Eyes.



3. Eagle-Eyes Architecture Eagle-Eyes is a multi-biometric system developed as an inter-disciplinary research and development effort at the cross-roads of traditional biometrics and video surveillance. Eagle-Eyes integrates video surveillance techniques with a multi-biometric capture device (Figure 2). Multiple cameras with hierarchically-ordered fields of views, a highly precise pan-tilt unit (PTU) and a long focal length zoom lens are combined to acquire face and iris biometrics at a large stand-off distance. The fixed scene camera is used for wide area scene surveillance to detect and track humans. A scheduler ranks faces in the scene FOV and directs the PTU in sequence to all active subjects. A list of previous acquisition events prevents repeat acquisitions of the same subject. The face camera, which has a narrower FOV is used to acquire a higher resolution image of the subject’s face. This camera is mounted on the PTU assembly along with a rangefinder, iris laser illuminator and a dual-iris camera. Images generated from the face camera are also used to locate and track the subject’s eyes. A target point is located on the subject’s face mid-way between their two eyes for iris targeting. The hierarchical framework of Eagle-Eyes facilitates a collaborative tracking between scene and face cameras for accurate iris pointing. The problem of longdistance iris illumination is solved using an innovative laser illuminator design. The laser illuminator propagates a collimated beam that maintains a uniform illumination profile out over large distances. This is in stark contrast with the existing longer-range iris acquisition approaches, such as [8] and [10], that illuminate a fixed region in the capture volume. Iris image resolution requirements are addressed using a scalable optical design. A long focal length zoom lens is used in conjunction with a customdesigned dual sensor iris camera. The dual sensor iris



Situational awareness through intelligent video surveillance is an active area of research in recent literature. Hampapur et al [11] suggest that comprehensive situational awareness requires a multi-scale approach to human tracking in video surveillance. They present a system with wide area video surveillance and PTZ functionality that captures facial biometrics of humans at a distance. A two-camera master-slave system was presented in [2] that tracked subjects at a distance of up to 50 meters with a 600 field of view. Hierarchical tracking with wide area surveillance and high resolution tracking is also addressed by Bashir and Porikli [13]. A highdefinition video camera with electronic PTZ functionality, replaces a mechanical pan-tilt assembly, and is used for collaborative tracking. Shah et al [12] present another aspect of intelligent video surveillance: distributed video surveillance across multiple cameras for wide area object tracking and behavioral analysis. Their system detects, categorizes and tracks moving objects in a scene observed by multiple cameras.
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camera is made up of two standard VGA-resolution image sensors. Our system design allows for the capture of “high-resolution” iris images according to iris image quality standards [18]. The motion of the subject is accounted for by a subject-servo-loop that tracks both the motion of the PTU assembly and the subject. Eye tracking in the face camera is combined with range information using an optical rangefinder. The zoom and focus of the iris lens are controlled to match the subject’s range trajectory. The system has a distributed architecture, and performs real-time processing on multiple CPUs.



result in false alarms. We have implemented a face scoring mechanism to probabilistically handle false alarm cases. This post-processing step filters out the face detection results which have lower probability of being true human faces based on human body constraints, results of foreground segmentation, and the set of tracked faces. Our face tracking algorithm implements an automatic possible object initialization, matured object tracking, and disappeared object removal from a tracking list, which is similar in spirit to [15]. We have devised a face tracking engine based on frontal face detection and probabilistic data association for multiple subject face tracking. For each detected face, temporal data association is performed by computing its similarity score with all the faces in the set of possible and tracked faces. The similarity between two face regions F i and F j is computed using a weighted sum of two factors, as: (2) m  F i ,F j  = α m .s r  F i ,F j  + (1 − α m ) .s o  F i ,F j 



4. Scene Camera Processing The static wide FOV scene camera is used to monitor the capture volume for newly entering human subjects. Towards this end, a background model is first generated to detect the pixels that exhibit significant intensity changes. This is accomplished by generating and maintaining a perpixel statistical model of the scene background as



where α m controls the weights for the two factors, s r denotes the normalized cross correlation, and s o denotes the normalized overlap area. The set of tracked faces is passed to a multi-person scheduling engine to prioritize multiple subjects for iris acquisition. The set of tracked faces, detected faces and foreground regions are also used to update the per-pixel learning rate images for each layer. Tracked faces are targeted by applying a mapping function from scene camera coordinates to pan-tilt angle pairs in the PTU coordinate system. This mapping function is learnt offline through a multi-step calibration process. Once a face has been targeted in the scene camera, face camera processing is activated for multicamera collaborative tracking.



n



estimated from the incoming video frames I , where n is the time index or frame number. We have implemented a two-layered background model where pixels marked as n



foreground by a slow-learning layer ls are used as a filter n



for background update in a fast-learning layer l f . Our background model for each layer Bi i ∈ ls , l f maintains n



not only per-pixel image statistics, but also per-pixel background learning rates updated as:



 In n=0  n p p n n −1 Bi =  I ⋅ ωi + Bi ⋅ (1 − ωi ) 0 < n ≤ N t  n n −1 n −1 n −1  I ⋅ϖ i + Bi ⋅ (1 − ϖ i ) n > N t t



t
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(1)



5. Face Camera Processing The face and iris cameras are mounted on the PTU assembly which is initially moved towards the target subject by the scene camera processing. When a face is detected within the face camera’s FOV control of the PTU, assembly passes from the scene processing module to the face processing module. The face processing engine continuously tracks the mid-point between a subject’s eyes from the face camera image stream. This track center is used in the subject servo loop for continuous human tracking. This involves continuous frontal face detection, and detection and tracking of both eyes.



where N t represents the number of frames in the background training phase, ωi t denotes the constant p



learning rate for each layer during the training phase and



ϖ i n represents the per-pixel learning rates image for the ith layer during detection phase. Binary thresholding is applied on the difference between the incoming image and the background images to generate a mask image for each layer. Foreground results from each layer are then combined to generate a final foreground image. Detection of humans in the foreground image is accomplished through horizontal and vertical projection histograms. Combined modes of these histograms are then used to locate human regions in the scene. For each human region, frontal face detection is performed using a cascade of classifiers trained on Haar-like features using Ada-Boost [14]. The upper body region within the detected human defines the search region. This face detection method can



5.1. Face Detection and Targeting As in the scene processing, a face classifier trained on Haar-like features using Ada-Boost for feature selection [14] is used. The face detector returns a set of faces from the face camera image stream, which includes occasional face false alarms. False alarms are rejected through a face
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scoring mechanism. Detected faces are scored as a weighted combination of three factors: Si = α E SiE + α θ Siθ + α C SiC (3)



MeanShift_EyeTrack Input: y0 : Initial eye location from previous frame.



F ,ED



E



where the first score factor S is based on number of eyes N E and uses an exponential function with a width of σ E :



E E  θ ,θ ≤ θ max θˆ =  E θ max ,θ > θ max



n−d



: Face and detected eye region from frame with



most recent successful eye detection.



F ,ES ,E X



( N E − 2 )2  (4) S E = exp  2 2σ E    The second factor, S θ is based on head angle which is computed as the angle subtended by the line connecting the center of the two eye regions: θˆ Sθ = 1 −



θ max
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n −1



: Face, eye search and detected/tracked eye



regions from the previous frame.



F ,ES



n



: Face and eye search region from current frame



Output: ET



n



: Tracked eye region for current frame



1. Estimate inter-frame eye translation and scaling using eye search regions. Refine the initial eye location using estimated scale S and translation T: ˆy0 = S.y0 + T 2. Warp most recent detected eye region



(5)



ED



n−d



to face



n



region in current frame F . Call this location ˆyw . 3. Initialize object data for eye using initial eye coordinates ˆy0 . Compute Kernel-weighted histogram:



Where θ E is the computed head angle and θ max is limited



qˆ u =



to ±10o . The final face scoring factor SC favors the best centered face. After each face has been scored, the face with the highest score above a threshold is processed for target point tracking towards iris acquisition.



∑k ( x



* 2 i



i =1



where k ( x ) =



5.2. Eyes Detection and Tracking



∑k ( x N



1 N



)



* 2 i



i =1



)δ b ( x ) − u  * i



 1  exp  − x 2  2π  2  1



4. Derive Mean-shift weights image with prior probability weighting using warped eye location ˆyw :



The target point is located as the point mid-way between two eye regions. Instability in the position of this point during acquisition directly affects the subject-servo-loop’s ability to smoothly track the trajectory of the subject. Accurate target point detection and stable target point tracking are of utmost importance for successful iris acquisition. Therefore, we have implemented multiple approaches for detection and tracking of both eyes under challenging imaging conditions. The importance of accurately detecting eyes and its application for face recognition was highlighted in [16]. Their study shows that eye location errors significantly affect the face recognition accuracy. In our system, the maximum eye location discrepancy that will not jeopardize iris acquisition is less than 10 pixels. We address the problem of eye detection using Haar-like features in a cascade of classifiers with feature selection through Ada-boost. The training is done separately for each eye. We use a labeled set of 1,710 positive training set images for each eye. For the negative training set images, we use the image strips cropped from the face and background areas of images that do not include the eye regions. A total of 8,318 negative training set images are used. Separate cascaded classifiers for each eye are learnt using Haar-based features. The classifiers learnt for each eye are used for eye detection inside each face region. Each eye is detected in the respective upper quadrant of the face region. The detected set of eyes is used for face scoring as in Eq.(4). If



m



wi = ∑ u =1



 ˆy − x qˆ u δ b ( xi − u )  × g  w i  ˆpu ( ˆy0 ) h 



2



   



5. Find next location of target candidate:



 y0 − xi 2  x w g  ∑ i i    h i =1   ˆy1 = nh  y0 − xi 2  w g  ∑ i    h i =1   6. If ˆy1 − ˆy0 < ε Stop nh



else Set ˆy0 ←  ˆy1 . Go to Step 4. Figure 3: The algorithm for tracking eye region using Meanshift for density gradient ascent. Eye scale is estimated from inter-frame eye search regions mapping.



one left and one right eye is detected, then the face rotation angle is also computed for scoring as in Eq.(5). Temporal gaps left by failed eye detection are filled by eye tracking using Mean-shift analysis shown in Figure 3. The notations in the algorithm are borrowed from [17] and are not repeated here for the sake of brevity. We address two basic problems inherent in the generic Mean-shift tracking [17]. The first problem is that of object scale; as the face is initially detected at larger distance, the face and correspondingly eyes are of smaller size. As the subject moves closer to the camera, eyes start getting larger. We
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address this issue by estimating the true object scale change through inter-frame scale variation of a subject’s face. This solution also accounts for sudden large shifts in object location from the previous frame to the current frame. The second problem is that of object drift; under excessive image variations, the tracker result tends to drift away from the original object location. This is addressed by introducing the prior probability on the object location. This prior probability is estimated by warping the eye detection location of the most recent successful detection, to the current frame face region. This warped eye region gives the best estimate of our prior belief about the object’s location in the current frame, which is refined by the mean-shift iterations. By integrating the scale change and the prior probability distribution of the object location in the Mean-shift framework, we have developed a robust eye tracker. This eye tracker accounts for sudden and gradual object scale and translation changes as well as keeping the object drift in check. The Mean-shift process has been proven to converge to a local mode in the posterior distribution of the object location within a few iterations [17]. Our experiments have shown that our modified Mean-shift eye tracker converges within less than 4 iterations under most circumstances. Uneven ambient illumination presents a challenge for stable target point tracking. This situation is of practical importance because in those regions of space where the face is unevenly lit, eye detection might fail for one side of the face. We address this situation by proposing an adaptive eye template matching based on normalized cross correlation. This approach is automatically started in the case of one eye being detected and/or tracked successfully, but a failure of detection and tracking on the other eye. The adaptive eye template is generated from the eye that has been found. This template is then geometrically mirrored to represent the template being searched for the other eye. Normalized cross-correlation trials are performed at all locations in the eye search region. The location that generates the maximum normalized cross correlation score above a minimum threshold is taken as the new eye location for this side of the face. The above three approaches for accurate eye detection and stable eye tracking are weaved into a single eye processing framework using a binary decision tree. The leaves of the decision tree are the states for the eye processing framework. The intermediate nodes are individual processing algorithms applied to the current frame. This framework guarantees accurate eye detection at every frame based on Haar-based detection. In case of failure, the efficient Mean-shift tracking is performed. If that too fails, and one eye has been detected, then normalized cross correlation-based eye localization is used. The eye regions for both eyes localized using the
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integrated detection and tracking approach are used to compute and track the target point on the subject’s face. The target point location at each frame is then passed to the PTU processing module. This module updates the pan and tilt angles of the PTU in a servo loop to keep the subject’s irises in the field of view of the iris camera.



5.3. Subject Servo Loop Offline calibrations establish homographies between the face and iris cameras. The PTU is then moved to target a subject’s irises centering them in the iris cameras. A subject-servo-loop tracks both the motion of the PTU assembly and the subject. Frequent polling of the position of the PTU is used to form a PTU motion model that estimates past and future positions and velocities of the PTU assembly. Eye tracking in the face camera FOV is combined with range information gathered from the optical rangefinder. Subject coordinates as measured within the face camera are converted to pan and tilt angles relative to the live position of the PTU assembly. The subject’s range is used for triangulation. Absolute pan and tilt angles are then calculated using an estimation of the position of the PTU at the time at which the face camera’s image was recorded. The PTU is instructed to accelerate from its current pan and tilt velocities to coincide with the subject at a future time.



6. Iris Camera Processing The iris acquisition processing is activated when a face has been centered in the face camera. At this stage, the NIR laser illumination is turned on to illuminate the subject’s face region. The focus plane and focal length of the iris zoom lens are adjusted to match the subject’s range trajectory in the capture volume in order to maintain good focus and the required pixel resolution on the iris. The iris acquisition process performs segmentation of the given iris image to isolate the iris region. If the segmentation process succeeds, two iris image quality measures are computed from the segmented iris region. Firstly, a focus score is used to estimate focus and reject blurred iris images. Secondly, a coverage score is used to reject iris images with heavy eyelid or eyelash occlusion. A set of iris images that pass thresholds for these quality measures is stored in the system’s cache memory. Once a number of iris images have been cached, the iris acquisition process stops. The segmented iris region from each acquired image is then encoded into an iris signature bit pattern. This bit-pattern is then matched against all such bit-patterns stored in the database. Finally, if the subject’s iris bit-pattern matches with any of the stored patterns, a match is declared. Results from this processing are displayed on the user interface display.
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Whole iris on the sensor (752x480)



Figure 5: Tilt angle error and upper bound on angular accuracy for moving and stationary subjects. Figure 4: Absolute pixel errors in eye location during detection and tracking of eyes for two subjects.



7. System Performance Analysis We have performed a number of experiments aimed at quantitatively measuring the performance of Eagle-Eyes in terms of eye tracking accuracy, subject-servo-loop stability, system processing times, iris acquisition times and finally iris recognition performance. The accuracy of a target point computed from the detection and tracking of both eyes is shown in Figure 4 for two stationary subjects at multiple stand-off distances. Absolute pixel errors in target location were measured using a ground truth consisting of manually located eye locations from video data recorded during the experiment. Results are aggregated over approximately 3000+ video frames. The accuracy of the subject-servo-loop is illustrated in Figure 5. Angle variations from ground truth subject angles are shown for two stationary subjects at four different standoff distances and for two moving subjects as they walk through the capture volume. The tilt axis is shown as it has the stricter pointing accuracy requirements. It can be seen from the figure that for stationary subjects, the tilt angle errors are well within the upper bound for successful iris acquisition. Also, for the moving subjects, a large number of frame samples contain tilt errors within the upper bound. The frame rate processing of EagleEye’s video surveillance algorithms is illustrated in Table 1. Scene and face camera processing rates together with the average time between PTU move instructions are shown for a subject walking through the capture volume. Iris recognition performance on 13 individuals at multiple distances in the capture volume are detailed in Table 2. A total of 5 attempts per subject were allowed. The transactional recognition rate was 92% for transactions that allowed up to 3 attempts per subject. Finally, the iris acquisition times are reported in Figure 6. Acquisition



Figure 6: Histogram of acquisition times for different subjects at multiple locations in the capture volume.



times are defined as the time between a subject’s first detection in the scene and the acquisition of their iris. The histogram labeled “watchlist” is restricted to tests using single subjects in the capture volume. The histogram labeled “all acquires” includes tests using multiple subjects in the capture volume. The average acquisition time for the “watchlist” experiment was 6.33 seconds with a standard deviation of 4.2 seconds. Table 1: Processing times for a Dual-Xeon Processor @ 2.33 GHz with 2 GB RAM and 6MB L2 Cache. Average Time (mSec.)



Standard Deviation (mSec.)



Scene Processing



21.0



2.7



Face Processing Time Between PTU Instructions



23.8



4.3



33.2



5.5



Table 2: True match rate (TMR) for iris recognition Up to 3 Attempts
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3.5 m



92% (12/13)



78% (51/65)
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8. Discussion and Conclusions In this paper, we have addressed the issue of constrained iris acquisition in current iris recognition systems. We have proposed a long-range multi-biometric acquisition system for human identification. The system is capable of acquiring the face and both irises from multiple humans present anywhere in the capture volume. The system has been tested in an indoor environment with multiple subjects. Preliminary performance results in terms of eye tracking and pointing accuracy, processing and acquisition times and recognition rates are reported. It is shown that our system is able to perform background modeling, human detection, face detection, eye tracking and subject servo loop processing at video rate. Sufficient pointing accuracy and stability for iris acquisition has been achieved for stationary subjects and is approaching what is required for moving subjects. Results are preliminary and work is in process to improve all aspects of the current system. A qualitative comparison of the Eagle-Eyes system with other less constrained iris capture systems is presented in Table 3. The comparison clearly shows that our system significantly improves on existing iris acquisition approaches in terms of stand-off distance and capture volume through the use of hierarchical scene and face tracking. A comprehensive system analysis in terms of iris recognition performance for various scenarios is underway as future work. Table 3: Comparison of Eagle-Eyes with other long-range iris acquisition systems. Feature Stand-Off Distance Capture Volume Number of Subjects Moving Subjects Outdoor Capable Camera Resolution Scalable Iris Illumination
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